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=MIMIMal Dependence
on the West (u)

Key Judgments The dramatic surge in 	  trade with thc Wcst during the 1970s
resulted largely from a growing dependence by the USSR on foreign
machinery, techn..)logy, and farm products. Hard currency imports grew
ninefold, from less than 25 percent of total imports to nearly 40 percent. By
1980, imports from :hc West were equivalent to 15 percent of Soviet grain
utilization and 10 percent of steel consumption.

During the 1970s S1 exports to hard currency countries also climbed,
led by energy and other raw materials. By 1980,40 percent of all Mttll ex-
ports of fuels were paid for in hard currency. Western trade dependence on
the USSR, however, was much less than ii=41 dependence on the West.
Imports from the USSR in 1980, for example, represented only 2 percent
of imports by OECD countries. Because foreign demand for ii exports
did not match Moscow's increased appetite for Western goods, a payments
gap developed that was financed by large Western credits, both commer-
cial and government backed.

Given SiZt reluctance to make systemic changes, the USSR's =mimic
prospects for the 1980s indicate a continued—and perhaps even greater—
need for Western goods and credits. Indeed, Western imports areparticti-
larly well suited to help alleviate the very problems that confront the
Soviets during this decade—declining productivity and resource shortages:
• Likely imports are concentrated in sectors crucial to raising technological

levels and productivity.
• Imported oil and gas equipment could help find and work reserves needed

to offset depletion in existing fields.
• Food imports arc crucial to maintaining living standards, essential for

worker morale and productivity.

Without access to Western goods and technology, the Soviets would be
forced to go it alone or rely more on CEMA sources. This would entail ma-
jor losses in quality, reliability, and productivity. Moreover, valuable time
would be lost because the S4iTtel economy's scarce stock of resources could
not be stretched to accommodate a sudden demand for import substitutes.
The Soviets probably would see time as the greatest loss because they
believe that their monomk problems will be toughest in the short and
medium term and that the 1990s will bring some relief.

Sower-. .
soy .112-
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In any event, the USSR will face some difficult choices in attempting to
maintain trade links with the West. As a result of an expected decline in oil
exports. Moscow will be losing its major foreign exchange earner in the
1980s and will not have the cash to buy Western goods and equipment in
the volume it has in the recent past. A hard currency bind surfaced in 1981
that already is beginning to force Moscow to trim import plans. The USSR
can maintain import levels in the face of declining foreign exchange
receipts only by dramatically stepping up its Western borrowing. But to do
so would also raise the 451511Z debt burden. In the absence of-Western
loans, Moscow would have no choice but to cut imports back drastically.

Any reduction in trade with the West v..ould put pressure on Eastern
Europe to help fill the gap. Although the trading patterns of Eastern
Europe and the West with the USSR are similar—exports of macninery
and manufactures in return for imports of raw materials—Eastern Europe
would not be a viable substitute. The technological level of its goods,
although higher than the USSR's, is still far below that of the West.
Moreover, the East Europeans arc experiencing worm& problems of their
own and do not have the industrial capacity to cope with increased S äi
demand. Nor are they in a position to provide any significant relief on the
agricultural front. Indeed, many of the East European countries compete
with thc Soviets for world grain supplies.
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EconomW Dependence
on the West
41:11t'T

Introduction
The 1970s witnessed a dramatic surge in trade be-
tween thc USSR and the West 'as the B1I Union
increasingly looked outside its borders for help in
raising the technological level of Sati plant and
equipment, relieving industrial botticnecks, and in-
creasing living standards. This paper explores the
degree of csamtrnisa dependence that has developed
over the last decade—a necessary first step in deter-
mining the potential for exxtrumtiv leverage—and nro-
jects the importance of this relationship to the USSR
in` the 1980s in light of the USSR's deteriorating
maroarniv performance. It provides the in-depth analy-
sis of the USSR's foreign payments position summa-
rized in TheniEconontiePredicament and East-
West lEcononge Relations
r .January 1982

PercentTable I

USSR: Share of Hard Currency
Trade in Total Trade •

The Development of the USSR's Trade With the West
Internal Bond economic policy decisions as well as
detente contributed to the surge in Soviet-Western
commercial relations in the 1970s. As postwar pro-
ductivity gains evaporated and domestic growth
slowed early in the decade, Moscow turned to the
West for equipment and technology to spur the
economy. Expectations were also high in the West,
where businessmen hoped to sell equipment and tech-
nology from underemployed capital goods industries
and to develop a large and growing market for
consumer goods in the USSR. The Politburo's deci-
sion to give full support to the Brezhnev program for
upgrading the	 diet was taken as an added sign
that more attention would be given to the consumer.
which would in turn require large imports of Western
agricultural products. The West also viewed the
USSR as an important new source of znergy supplies
as well as a supplier of timber, various ores and
metals. diamonds, and other raw materials

Soviet Exports ImportsSovi

1970 1975 1980 1970 1975 1980

Total 17 23 31 23 3$ 311
Fuels 24 36 42 4 34

Crude oil and 26 40 43 10 72 NA
petroleum products__

Natural gas
-

2 34 48 0
-

0
-

Machinery and 5 9 3 22 37 26

Ferrous metals 10 6 7 47 77 75 -
Chemicals-	 .	 . IS 25 36-	 . 34 42 42.	 .
Wood and wood
products__

44 37 411 34 27 15

AEr.ieultural products 14 24 25 27. 42 66	 ..

Grain $ I - 0	 . 73 87.	 . 90

Consumer goods 23 26 13 12 9 9

• The importance of hard currency trade in total trade is understated
intal statist ICS because OrinelavOcabie prices the USSR extends
to the CEMA countries for exports and imports. In 1980. for
esamtile. Capons to EaStern EunSpe Would have been $7 billion
higher had Moscow received world market prices for the goods it
shipped there, but	 imparts from Eastern Europe would have
been 510  billion lower had world prices prevailed.

Source: Soviet foreign trade data.

• In this paper. thr w-lt is defined as the USSR's hard currency
trading partner%

The Perspective. Purchases from the Wcst as a
share of total Bi1 imparts rose dramatically, from
23 percent in 1970 to 38 percent in 1980 (table I)—a
nearly ninefold increase in value terms and a twofold
increase in volume terms (figure I). Purchases of
machinery, ferrous metal products, and foodstuffs—
especially grain—have dominated s&ia imports (ta-
ble 2). Because a large share of SlI purchases of
capital goods was financed by Western credits SOliiit
hard currency debt increased to an uncomfortably



Vk Table 2

l'SSR: hard Currency Trade

Exputts. f.o.b. Imparts. f.o.b.
1970 1975 1980 1970 1975 1980

Million
US S

Percent
of Total

Million
US S

Percent
of Total

Million
US S

Percent
of Total

_	 .

Million
US S..	 .

Percent
of Total.	 ..

Million
US S

Percent	 Million
of Total	 US S

Percent
of Total

Total 2.201 100 7.1135 100.	 .	 . 23.498.	 ...	 _
100.	 . 2,70$

-
100

-•	 • • • •
14,257
•	 --

100	 26,017 100
Of which. . .	 .. .	 .	 .
Fuel,. 493 22 3.887- 48._ 15.095. 64 8 NECI .. . .3	 7® • 3

Crude oil and petroleum pruducu 387 111 3.276 41 12.028 51 .8 NEGL 497 3	 700 • 3
Natural gas I) I .220 . 3 2.706 12 0_ .	 0 0 0	 0 0
Coal and coke 93 4 391 5.	 .	 .. . 362 2..	 _	 . 0 0..... 0 0 .	 0 0

Machinery and equipment 140 6 560 7 1.388 6 927. 34 4.393 32	 6.039.	 .. 23
Ferrous metals 129 6 167 2 246 I 279 10.... 2.567 18	 3.469.	 . 13
Chemicals 67 3 256. 3 765 3 208.	 .. 8_	 .

742	 . $	 1.565 6
Wood and wood products 365 17 712 9 1.476 6 84. 3...-.	 . 214

_	 .
2	 203 I.

Agricultural products 205 9 572 7 478 2 .613. 23.	 -_... 3 856
•.	 . 	 .

27	 8.800 34

Grain 22 1 3 Nato. 0 0 101	
_

4....	 . 2.323 16 .	 .	 4.400 17

Other GO 8 569 7	 . 478 2 514. 19 _1.533 II	 4.400 17
Consumer goods 76 3 215 3 152 I 260 10 436 3	 745 3

•	 Estimated.

Source: Soviet foreign trade data.
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high level in the mid-I970s (table 3), leading to more
cautious borrowing and buying through the remainder
of the decade

The USSR had considerable difficulty in assimilating
the equipment and technology it bought from the
West. In every sector, reports abound of construction
delays and incomplete mastery of the new technology.
Nonetheless, imports from the W‘st unquestionably
helped the USSR deal with some critical problems.
particularly in certain manufacturing sectors::

•Sec the appendix for a more detailed description of thc contribu•
lion that trnports r.— 'be West have made to various sectors of the
Sumict cconomx

3

• In the 1970s, imported chemical equipment, ac-
counting for about one-third of all Western machin-
ery purchased by the Soviets, was largely responsi-
ble for doubling the output of ammonia, nitrogen
fertilizer, and plastics and for tripling synthetic
fiber production.

• The Soviets could never have accomplished their
ambitious 15-year program of modernization and
expansion in the motor vehicle industry without
Western help. The Fiat-equipped VA7 plant, for
example, produced half of all Sk passenger cars
when it came fully on stream in 1975, and the
Kama River truck plant, which was based almost
exclusively on Western equipment and technology.
now supplies nearly one-half of the 	 output of
heavy trucks.
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Table 3

USSR: Hard Currency Debi to the West

1971 1975 1976 1977 1978	 1979
.	 .	 .	 -	 .

Million US
Except as Noted

1980 •	 Projected
1911

Commercial debt 400 6.900 9.700 9.800 9,500	 10,500.	 _	 . _ ..	 .	 . 10.000. 10.800
Governmeni•backcd debt 1.400 3,600 5.200 5.900 7.000_ . _ 7.800 11.200 8.500
Groas debt .1.800 10.500 14.900 . 15.700 .	 .16:5470	 1.8..300 18.200 19.300
Assets wills Wcsiern banks 1,200 3.100 4.700 .	 4,500,

..	 .
. 6.000.	..	 8.500 i,i,no- 7.000

Net debt 600 7.400...... .	 10.200 .. 11,200.
_	 ...

_ 10.50C.1......._ 9,500. . ... 9.6-00 WOO.	 .
Debt service 300 1.1100

•	 ---- -
2.300. .	 .	 3.100 ..... 4.000_ .. .. .4.900 5.000

Debt-service ratio (pen-rat/' 10 IS 17 19 21	 15 16 15
• Preliminary.
1. Debt service as a percentage of earnings from merchandise exports,
Nj ICS of arms and gold, interest, invisibles. and transfers.

• Large computer systems and minicomputers of
Western origin have been imported in large num-
bers (1,300 systems since 1972) because they
(a) have capabilities that the Soviets cannot match,
(b) usc complex software that the Soviets have not
developed, and (c) often arc backed up by expert
training and support that the Soviets cannot dupli-
cate

Imports from the West also played a key role in
supporting the energy and agricultural sectors. Be-
cause of Siit deficiencies in drilling, pumping, and
pipeline construction, the USSR bought about 55
billion worth of oil and gas equipment alone in the
1970s.(Siiej purchases covered a wide range of
equipment that will add substantially to future energy
production. Submersible pumps purchased from the
United States, for example. are estimated to have
added roughly 2 million b/d to Säk oil production
in recent years. Similarly, the :Min offshore explora-
tion effort would not be nearly as far along as it is
without access to Western equipment and know-how.
Meanwhile. West Germany and Japan have provided
most of the large-di•meter pipe needed for gas pipe-
line construction

As for agriculture.:kAd grain imports averaged 14
million tons per year in the past decade. In 1981,
grain purchases coupled with record imports of meat,
sugar, vegetable oil, and soybeans and meal totaled
nearly 513 billion, accounting for 40 percent of hard
currency expenditures. Without Western grain, 	
consumers would not have had the increase in meat
consumption that they received in the early 1970s,
and the fall in per capita consump:ion of meat would
have been far worse in the late 1970s

Western imports have al.:. 	 I.:ted toSiL
defense capabilities. Some products of the imported
equipment and technology are used by the Eakil
military—for example, trucks from the Kama River
plant. Other imports help in the precluction of impor-
tant inputs for defense industries—:'or example, nu-
merically controlled machine tools, specialty steels. -
and plant and technology to produce them. Finally.
because most defense industries also produce for thc
civilian economy (table 4), purchases of Western
machinery for the civilian sector help ward off the
encroachment of civilian requirements on the produc-
tion schedules of defense plants

The Western Perspective. Trade between the USSR
and the West. though substantial (table St. does not
mean nearly as much to the West as it does to the



Metal consumer goads. None
machine tools

Metal comemcr goods, None
cxcavalingequipment.!

Metal consumer goods. None
parts for agricultural
machinery .....—.
Civilian transport air-	 None
craft, metal consumer
goods, hand touts

Civilian rotary-wing	 None
aircraft, metal con-
sumer go?ds.
Merchant and fulling	 Pumps, machine
ships. chemical storage tools, mining
tanks, parts for trans-	 equipment
portation and agricul-
tural machinery_	 .	 .	 .	 .
Merchant shim. oil	 Pumps, machine
pipelines. parts for	 mots, mining
transportation and ag-	 equipment
ricultural machinery

Railroad rolling stocks Construction and
and locomotives	 transportation

equipment

Agricultural ma— chin-. 	Construction and
cry	 transportation

equipment

Agricultural machin- 	 Construction and
cry, motors, and Ma . 	transportation
chine tools	 equipment

Ballistic missiles

Aerodynamic
missiles

Fixed-wing combat
aircraft

Peed-wing support
aircraft

.	 .
Helicopters

Naval surface ships

Submarines

Tanks

Other armored
vehicles

Artillery

Table 4

USSR: Relationships Among Defense
and Civilian Industries

Defense Industry
	

Principal Civilian
	

Other Closely
Lines at Final
	

Related Civilian
Assembly Plants
	

Production
Technologies

One ballistic missile plant pledgees machine tools.
' One surface-to-air missile plant produces excavating equipment.

USSR. Imports from and exports to the USSR repre-
sented only 2 percent and 3 percent. respectively. of
OECD tratle in 1980. The share of sales to the !auviet
Union in the total exports of the major developed
countries ranged from 0.7 percent for the United
States to 2.3 percent for West Germany and even
higher for Austria. Australia. and Argentina (table to.

The share of Argentine trade is high because of
Buenos Aires' new role as a major grain supplier to
the USSR

Western reliance on filimports is substantial.
however. for some commodities and certain industries.
In 1979, thc USSR provided it percent of West
European energy supplies Ea] petroleum deliveries
accounted for about 10 percent of total West Europe-
an oil imports. Within Europe, the shdrcs ranged from
an average of 5 percent for the EC countries to 14
percent for Austria and Sweden. In 1980, the USSR
also supplied 15 percent of French and West German
consumption of natural gas. 22 percent of Italian
consumption, and 60 percent of Austrian consump-
tion

Although the emergence of alternative Western sup-
pliers aad newer processing technologies has eroded
the attractiveness of	 1j jJ metals and minerals in
recent years, the West still depends to some degree on
these imports. About 8 percent of the chrome ore and
5 percent of the nickel imported by the West comes
from the USSR. The USSR plays a major role only in
the platinum-group metals trade. accounting for
aboot half of such Western imports, with Japan and
the United States receiving four-fifths of this amount.

Certain Western industries and companies rely more
heavily on the &Mill market. For example, about 10
percent of West German and Italian iron and steel
exports, 40 percent of Wcst German welded pipe
exports, and 10 percent of West German machine tool
exports find a market in the USSR. One West
German firm ships three-fourths of its output of
large-diameter pipe to the Ea market. In some
cases .	I nelate into large numbers of
jobs	 lovcr
300.000 jobs directly or indirectly depend on exports
to the USSR. In addition, the agricultural sectors of
the major Western grain-growing nations have wel-
comed the Soviets as customers. In marketing year
1980/81 Argentina and Canada--the two grain ex-
porters benefiting most from the US embargo- —sold
85 percent and 31 percent, respectively, or their grain
exports to the USSR. (p),,J.,
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Table 5	 minion CS

USSR: Hard Currency Trade With
Selected Countries. 1980

Exports Import: Trade
Balance

Total 23,498 26,017 —2.519
Developed West 21.304 21.310 —26

Australia 9 1.194 —1.185
Austria 894 610 284 .
Canada 46 1,496 —1.450
France 3.453 2.326 1.127.
Italy 3.235 ..I.438 1.797	 .
Japan 1.463 2.730 —1,267
Netherlands 1.582 555 1.027
Sweden 546 496 50
Switzerland 686 o20 66
United Kingdom 1.323 1.467 7 144
United Statc.: 233 2.081 —1,848
West Germany 4.767 4.603 164
Others 3.067 1.714 1.353

1.0C: 2.194 4.687 —2.493
Argentina 47 1.790 —1,743
Brazil 34 390. —356
Iraq 729 398 331
1.ibya 252 443 —191
Others 1.132 1.666 —534

Source: Soviet foreign tre.de data.

!amid Dependence in a Macroeconomic Context
Moscow's continued hope has bccn that access to
Western goods and :echnology would boost economic
growth by stimulating productivity and helping to
break critical production and construction bottle-
..ecks. The leadership rains that it needs all the
help it can get to stein the continued slide in eermomic
performance. Average annual growth of GNP fell to
1.1 percent in 1979-80 -the lowest revistered in any
two-year period since World War

lhe disappointnlent must have been bitter last year as
the economy registered a third consecutive year with
grow th 2 percent- or less. Stagnation in the produc-
'1.1114 key industrial maierials has crippled growth in

machinery output: a third consecutive poor grain.
harvest has worsened Moscow's hard currency pay-

ments position: and persistent food shortages and
increased prices for luxury goods arc leaving many

consumers with less on their tables and less in
their pockets. Internal Eakt economic problems have
been compounded by the heavy burden of economic
support that the USSR has had to extend to its
Communist allies, particularly Poland

Paradoxically. even as domestic difficulties mount.
Moscow's enthusiasm for expanding ties with the
West may be cooling. Thc aversion to the rapid
growth of hard currency debt in the mid-)970s led to
slower growth in imports and a curb on ncw borrow-
ing. Western trade sanctions following the Afghani-
stan invasion also created uncertainty in Sic minds
about the wisdom of becoming overly dependent on
East-West trade. The Polish crisis has reinforced the
position of those opposing too much dependence on
the West. The cautious formulation of the trade
section in the Plan for 1981-85 contrasts sharply with
the bullish trade prospects expressed in previous five-
year plan guidelines. !n remarks to the Supreme
S&itt in November, State Planning Committee
Chairman Baybakov stated that in the current five-
year plan the USSR would concentrate a greater
share of its total trade volume on socialist countries.
tic implied that the volume of non-Communist
country trade would grow only 2.3 percent a year
during 1981-85 compared with just over 5 percent in
1976-80

Another factor in the Kremlin's more subdued atti-
tude toward trade with the Wcst may be the cx-
pressed disappointment over the contribution of im-
ported Western technology to industrial output. Some
sectors have experienced difficulties in absorbing thc
new technology. Even in those areas when Western
technology clearly has helped (computers, the auto-
motive and chemicals sectors, and petroleum explora-
tion), the diffusion to SIi1ic1 designed and equipped
plants has been minimal. The leadership now seems
increasingly aware that importing foreign technology
is not a panacea for the economy and that policy
should concentrate on improving the performance of
the Soviet R&D sect", and strengthening its tics with
production sector



Table 6

Measures of the Importance of SOviet-Western Trade
to Major Western Countries, 1980

Exports to USSR as Percent of
Trading Partners Total Exports

Imports From USSR as Percent of
Trading Partner's Total Imports

Percent of Trading Partners GNP

Exports to the
USSR

Imports From the
USSR

Argentina • 15A
-

0.2
.

0.4 !:EGL

Australia 5.1 0.1 0.8 Hera.- .
Austria 2.7 4.2 0.6 1.3

Brazil'--..-......... - .. -----_-2.1.______-__.........0.2	 - -- -......	 ._.--....--0.2 . 
_

NEG1.

Canada
_

2.1  0.1 0.5 .... NECL

France 2.2_ _---..-.	 _..--...--2.7	 . -... .....	 ....-	 ...	 . 0.4--- 0.6.	 ....
Italy 1.6 3.0 0.4 0.8..
Japan 2.1 1.3 0.3 0.2
Netherlands 0.7 1.6 0.3 0.8	 ..	 - ....
United Kingdom 0.9 1.5	 ---..	 .	 - ........	 _-__.....-.0.2 . 0.4 .. -.._ .	 -.-. -

United States 0.7 0.2 0.1 Nun......	 .
West Germany 2.3 2.2 0.5 0.5

•	 Estimated.

Source: Western data.

A too cautious approach to trade with the West.
however, probably is unrealistic. Soviet planners have
consistently understated the contribution that imports
from the West have made to the economy in the past.
Western-supplied grain, for irstance. currently ac-
counts for 15 percent of utilization in the USSR. In
any event, Moscow must realize that Western imports
arc exceptionally well suited to helping it with the
problems peculiar to the 1980s-that is, negotiating
the difficult transition to "intensive" development and
coping with resource shortages

Specifically. Western imports could help:

• Maintain some growth in the standard of living.
Food imports, especially grain and meat, will be
crucial for consumer morale-with its attendant
effects on productivity. Without substantial imports
orfarm products, per capita food consumption
texpres.scd in value termsi could well stagnate in the
1980s.

7

• Prevent fuel shortages. Imported Western oil and
gas equipment can help locate and develop the new
oil and gas resources needed to offset depletion of
existing oil deposits.

• Remove some industrial bottlenecks. Steel short.
ages, for example, are holding back thc growth of
the civilian machinery sector. Lager. purchases of
steel would help counter the effects of inadequate
investment in new steel capacity.

• Boost productivity. Imports of Western plant and
equipment seem small since they constitute only
about 5 percent of total domestic investment. But
the contribution of Western equipment to total
output is proportionately larger since its productiv-
ity is higher than that of its domestic counterpart.
Indeed, a renewed emphasis on machinery imports
to supplement domestic machine building-the sec-
tor most crucial to technological progress-must be
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especially tempting now when the	 of the
labor force and of civilian machine-building output
is sluggish and military requirements preempt a
rising share of machinery production for civilian
toe.

• Mien- pressure resulting front defense spending. A
continuation of high growth rates for defense de.
•Pite the low &Tomb: growth rates projected for
die 198(h could lead fairly quickly to stagnation in
the civilian machine-building sector and living
standards. Imports of Western plant and equipment.
on the other hand, could bolster the civilian indus-
trial IV Se

!lard currency trade—which is expected to be more
crucial in thc 1980s than ever before—is even more
important to the USSR than implied by the numbers.
Although imports from the West are equal to only 1.6
percent of	 GNP,' the impact of a.comPlete
cutoff cf trade would be substantially greater. The
need for Western agricultural products, as pointed out
earlier, is particularly vital. Several major develop-
ment projects would be seriously delayed—if not
abandoned--if imports were eliminated. Disruptions
due to lost imports would not only hit those facteries
and sectors directly dependent on Western inputs but
would spill oscr to other plants as welt. 14et-111,1SC the
USSR's scarce stock of resources could not be
stretched quickly to accommodate a sudden demand
for impon substitutes, the	 system would find it
difficult to cope with a fall in East-West trade

Ski Dependence in Key Sectors
rellance on Western imports varies widely from

sector to sector. The degree of dependence in agricul-
ture as well as the major branches uf industry—
energy. metals and minerals, chemicals, machinery
and high-technology goods—is described in detail in
the appendix. Our review considers (a) reliance on
Western imports to date, (b) prospects for continued
dependence, and (ei the impact if trade with the
West . —and specifically the United S1310 were cur-
tailed

' This figure was derived by dividing 	  hard currency imports
in I 92f1(..-nnrcrted front the ruble value by using the 190 rutsle;
d.Illar foreign elchmige raw) by the CIA otimaie of 1950
(NI' n cortent dollon. A set t duilar-ruhIc ratio, wig. toed to
comvrt td GNP front rubles to &Harr

s.evret--

The seetural atiulais strongly suggests that:

• Western imports have been instrumental in bringing
certain scones to their present stage aldevelop-
mem, and that the wide gap that still csisn &twat

il and Western trehnulogY allmrs the Soviets
It prulit substantially from continued trade with
the West.

The MINI teehnologis-41 lag is particularly evident in
the machine-building industry—the strategic base for
accelerating technological progress. Imports of ad.
vanced types of Western machine tools are necessary
to supplement the general purpose tools that still
dominate SI j output. Computer numerical control
(CNC) machine tools, for example, arc fairly common
in the West but exist in the USSR only us prototypes.
Similarly. the SEiii robotics industry is hit behind its
Western counterpart. Soviet enterprises currently pro-
ducing robots do not have series production capabili-
ties, and their products arc primitive by Western
standards

Meanwhile, the Soviets still pattern their major devel-
opments in large computers and minicomputers on US
des:vs that are a:a:nth:Hy tsvo ;cm:rations. behind
current US offering

• (I denied access to Western imports, the Soviets
could go it alone but only with substantial losses in
quality, reliability, and productivit

What is true for machine tools and computers iS true
to some extent in many other sectors, but particularly
in thosc that depend on Western equipment and
technology for across-the-board expansion and mod-
ernization. Chemicals, construction. canhmoving
machinery, and telecommunications equipment are
examples. The Soviets are relying on a broad range of
imports from Eastern Europe and the West to up-
grade these sector.

• (( deprived of Ireaern technology and goods, the
USSR could not adjust quickly Of completely;
valuable time wuuld he lust, adding significant
strain to an already stretched econonty

8



The slft= energy sector is n striking example. The
inability to use Western oil technology such as sub-
mersible pumps and enhanced oil recovery technology
efficiently, fur example, would significantly retard
efforts to keep current fields produeinn and delay
plans to exploit new ones. The losses in gas and oil
production front a denial of working equipment and
technology would probably amount to 2 .3 million b/d
toil equivalent) in the mid• and late 1930x, of which
the larger part would be gas. Construction of gas
pipelines, the chief constraint on Soviet ability to
expand gas production, depends heavily on imports of
Western pipe and compressors, and Liovieg capabilities
for producing such equipment arc stretched to the
limit. In the longer run, the ability to use foreign
technology is critical to developing offshore and deep-
er onshore reserves that are needed to increase oil
output. Timing is equally important for obtaining
Western equipment for exploring, lifting, and trans-
porting natural gas: As for steel. the Soviets could
eventually develop the capacity necessary for specialty
steels and large-diameter steel pipe. (hut they need
this steel now for their machinc-buildlng and energy
sectors.	 I

A similar analysis holds for ovie a griculture. After
three consecutive Nor harvests, Moscow has been put
in he position of having to import large amounts of
grain tat least 30 million tons annually) for at least
several years to boost per capita meat consumption
and rebuild depleted stocks.' If the USSR bought no
grain after 1981, average meat production could be
cut by a bout 2 million tons a year, even if grain output
returns to a trend level. An embargo nn both grain
and meat would reduce per capita availability of meat
by roughly 20 percent. The loss of Western grain
sveuid . force the USSR to choose between reducing
he7d numbers (and with it future cies: product:or.).
itnplettlentiag rationing, halting agricultural exports
to client states, and/or drawing dcwn strategic grain
reserves. While the end result of a denial of grain and
ether agricultural iniports front the Wot would not
cause hunger, time per capita availability of quality
foods would decline and the average diet would
deteriorate

• Ihe >ta:ut a USSR gra'. rvrchaact.mc
."-•••■‘:,	 :Intl I Sc	 l!suc	 !nitro,.

V.••••1■,124.• 4.1 itirrIrr
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• Lion!" . US-Surirt ernrumnicreiatiniiS were Abu/

dOWit	 SUlielS in the sherni run could generally

switch to other Western and rustic' East European
products and technolux.r, hat an& with loaves

tulle and efficiency.

The major exceptions arc submersible pumps. simper'
phosphoric acid (SPAI, and corn. Submersible pump
orders cannot be filled currently by foreign firms or
US subsidiaries abroad; it would take about two years
for production capability to start up overseas. The
United States also is the only large-volume source of
SPA. tisay_tcli fertilizer plants purchased front France
were designed specifically to use SPA of US origin.
The suspension of US SPA shipments in 1980 forced
Moscow to use less effective materials. thereby ad-
versely affecting agricultural production in 1980 and
1.98 I. Finally, Moscow cannot get all the corn it wants
from non•US suppliers. Arnrntinn is the enly inajer -
grain-growing country with sonic capability to in-
crease corn production; the EC. Canada, and Austra-
lia mainly grow wheat, which is usually more exnen-
sive and less suited for sonic of the balanced feed
rations that the Soviets are trying to introduce.

The Role of Credits
Western willingness to extend credits to the USSR—
au important factor in ihe rise of Sovict imports in the
1970s--will be ii key element in both the scale und
tinting of 1;k1 imports in thc 19803. Western credits
provided approximately 12 percent of the USSR's
import capacity between 1971 and 1973. Thanks to
the rapid increase in oil and gold prices. Moseew was
able to sustain growth in Western imports in 1979-80
wit/tout an increase in its net debt	 .

The USSR. however, is enaionlering a hard ci:rrzney
bind and. with nc relief ir; sight. fa ....es even :1117C 0: - a
crunch in the coming years. The only potential large
export earner on the foreign exchange horizon is the
Y3 mal gas pipeline, the first line of which will not
begin operation until 1986 or later. Even then, earn-
ings front the project will no; conic close to offsroing
the decline that we project in oil earrings until 191X.
Meanwhile, clrpccicrlpitoenzit.-nrcci7.isior 1...ir;ilCT11;s11 " . 11:s.ctlhe

us tot
ine:.case. To cover projected g.; 	 r.c.:d, build t:;e ;us
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pipelinc. and sustain thc flow of othcr nonagricultural.
goods. the USSR would havc to boost its hard currcn-
cy imports and debt considerably more than thc 1981-
85 plan implies

To suggest thc magnitude of thc USSR's hard currcn-
cy nccds and constraints, we have constructed a
balancc-of-payincnts accounting model tc project—in
1981 US dollars—trends in the USSR's hard currcn-
cy foreign exchangc accounts through 1990. The
model, which consists of a scrics of standard account-
ing idcntitics, projects overall payments trends with
assumcd values for key earnings items such as the
volume and price of oil and gas, gold and arms sales
and —in a rcfcrencc case—import requircmcnts

Our calculations assume that agricultural imports
drop from their peak of S12.5 billion in 1981 to $11
billion in 1982 and to $IO billion a year in 1983-90.
One or morc bad harvcsts in this period could, of
coursc, raise Eitl agricultural import needs consid-
erably. We have also assumed that imports of niachin-
cry and cquipmcnt, other than for the Yamal pipeline.
rcmain at $6 billion through most of the dccadc while
imports of nonagricultural, nonmachincry items such
as steel, pipe, and chemicals grow at the came rate in
real terms as in 1976-80. Imports for the Yamal
pipclinc total $2 billion annually during 1982-88

Ovcrall. imports that must be paid for in hard curren-
cy arc projected to grow undcr these assumptions at
an annual average rate of) percent during 1982-90,
slightly faster than implied by Planning Chairman
Baybakov in his plenum address last November on the
1981-85 Plan but not as fast as the annual 5-percent
rule recorded in 1976-140. In view of the resource
constraints that the USSR faces in the next several
ye.irs, a slower rate of incrcasc in import volume
would make it more difficult for  oS-TiTet planners to
deal with prospective shortages and raise the tcchno-
logical level of domestic fixcd invcstmcn

Moscou cannot expect much help from mcrchandisc
exports in paying the rising import bill. The kes
ariablc in the calculation is Soviet oil exports whose

carnings have increased sharpl) in the past decade as

result of spiraling world market prices. To cover the
range of likely Sl oil options, we have projected
two extreme scenarios: lal oil exports constant at
about 900.000 b/d through 1985 and then dropping to
7ern by i990: and (b) oil exports falling to 100.000
b/d by 1985 and to 7.cro.during.1986-90: Because of
soft demand in Western Europe for oil, prices arc
projected to fall in real terms over thc ncxt two years
before leveling off for the rest of the decade. Gus
exports, on the other hand, arc expected to rise to $4
billion by 1985 and then jump to $9 billion as the
Yamai pipeline goes into operation in 1986. In 1989.
gas earnings will reach 512.5 billion if a second
Yamal line is built. This assumption allows for a 25-
percent increase in the real price of gas (currently
undervalued in relation to other fuels) during the
decade. In all, the gas project will add nearly 19
billion annually to Ski hard currency earnings

Commodity exports other than oil and gas, mean-
while. arc held constant at $9 billion a ycar through-
out the period. While some individual export items
(platinum-group metals and diamonds) will continue
to be in demand in the Wcst, most items in the
USSR's export catalogue arc products not wc11 suited
to Western markets (machinery) or for which Western
dcmand has weakened (timber and other metals). If
anything, our assumption may be optimistic. The
volume of these exports in 1980 was lower than it was
in 1978 (table 7). and further slippage occurred in
1981. Volume exports of wood and wood products fell
more than 25 percent between 1976 and 1980. Real
exports of machinery and equipment and of diamonds
leveled off in 1978-80, and sales of ferrous metals and
agricultural products fell sharply between 1975 and
1980. In light of the sluggishncs., forecast for the
developed Western economics and in view of produc-
tion problems in the USSR. we doubt that export
earnings will rebound in the next several year.

Nor arc the prospects especially bright for carnings
from other sourc..s. For these projections we have
assumed that Moscow will sell—at $400 per troy

'Thcsic csPorts represent sales to the WCSI fur hard currency. Wc
assumc that camels to Eastern Eurtmsr. Vietnam. and Cuba
continue at a level of 2 million bp

!ir,94-cr• 	• 10
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Table 7	 Million 1970 US $

USSR: Hard Currency Commodity
Exports Other Than Oil and Gas

1970 197$ 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

three-year grace period with repayments over eight
years. Short-term debt is held at one-third of total
commercial debt throughout the 1980s. Finally, net
expenditures under "errors and omissions- arc held at
the 1980 level of 12 percent of merchandise exports.'
This assumes that the Sov:ets provide no extraordi-
nary hard currency assistance to Poland after 1981.

Total	 1801 2.283 .1,430 2,313 2,994_3,160 2,821

Coal and coke	 . .93 _ 86 . 89	 88	 70	 65	 .58

Machinery and	 140- 277 - 319 314 514- 566 5-0-7

.	 _
Ferrous metals	 129- - 182 - 1 .7-4.-- 1.2-3 --14 -2- 1-43 734

Wo7uctdasnd.:ood......._36.5_	 _4.49_ 427.	 05...... 380.._72.8pr	 .

Chemicals	 67	 159 129- 	143 196 324  403

Agricultural	 20$	 264	 227	 256	 175	 138	 112
products__

Dia mnnds	 1.7-i---28-2---.26;.--2411- 37T-314- 376_ __—

Other	 627	 670	 759	 671 1.116 1,166 903

Source: F.stimates based on Faia foreign trade data.

ounce—all of the gold produced each year in excess or
domestic requirements, and that arms receipts will
remain at the 1981 level of $S billion a year.'
Earnings from transfers and invisible., (including
freight and tourism but excluding interest earned) are
held constant at the current level of SI billion a year.
Interest earnings on •1113fT assets in Western banks
are projected to add another $0.9 billion a year to
overall receipts. The level of interest earnings is based
on the assumptiou that 4fMg assets in Western banks
remain at $7 billion a year through 1990, and that
they earn interest of 13.5 percent a yea,

With the above assumptions, the model was used to
determine financing requirements for maintaining an
assumed 3-percent annual real growth in imports. Our
projections (summarized in table 8) suggest that under
the high oil scenario, gross debt would rise from a
respectable $19 billion this year to $38 billion in 1985
and $98 billion in 1990 (in 1981 US dollars). Under
the low oil scenario, debt would risc to $60 billion in
1985 and to $163 billion in 1990. Western credits
would be needed to cover approximately two-fifths of
the USSR's imports in 1982-90 under the first scenar-
io, and three-fourths under the second.' In either case,
the debt service burden, while probably still manage-
able in 1985, would in the late 1980s be considered far
too heavy by both Western lenders and the Soviets

For the projections of debt service, we assumed an
average annual interest rate of 13.5 percent on new
commercial debt and a rate of 7.8 percent on new
government-backed debt and debt incurred for the
Yamal gas pipeline. We assume that the average
maturity for medium- and long-term commercial
debt— which accounts for about two-thirds of total
commercial debt—and for government-backed dcbt is
five years. For the Yamal pipeline, we have built in a

Almost any alteration in financing terms would raist
the cost to the USSR of doing business with the West.
At present Moscow benefits substantially from subsi-
dized credits extended by its major trading partners in
Western Europe and Japan. Roughly 40 percent of
the USSR's outstanding debt carries terms with
inheres: rates which are 4 to 5 percent below commer-
cial market rates. A denial of concessionary financing
terms on the roughly $2 billion a year the USSR now
receilies in offiCial finiitcirig, for example, would raise
Moscow's debt service costs by an avera ge of $100
million per year in 1982-90 (figure 2)

"Errors and omissions" is a balancing item included in balance-of-
payments analysis to account for unrecorded financial flows. For
the USSR. the account includes such items as hard currency aid to
Poland and erediu extended to finance exports such as oil to
European customers and machinery to WO
'As a sensitivity cheek. the same high and low es. sxenarios were
run with imports rising by 2 percent annually rather than by 3
percent. Debt in the high oil scenario climbed to $37 billion in 1985
and $85 billion in 1990. In the low oil eer.ario. it reached $52
billion in 1985 and 1* 50 billion in 199C

• Estimates of hard eurrene) arms expons. which arc prepared In
the Office of Global - currently being reviewed and
ma) he revised upward

11



Table 8	 Billion 1961 US S
Except as Noted

USSR: Hard Currency Payments If Import Volume
Increases by 3 Percent Per Year

1981 High Oil. Low Oil.

198$ 1490 198$ 1990
Trade balance -6.1.	 ...	 .. -11.2---....--.. -17.4. -___-._._. -19.7...	 _...	 ..	 . -17.4

Merchandise exports 23.9.	 .	 .	 .. 22.3_ _ ...... _-.	 . 217._ _ . 14.0..	 ..	 ........ 21.7
Oil 11.5-.	 ..._..... 9.5... .. _ .	 .--0.0. -..	 _. 1.1.	 .	 ..... _	 0.0
Natural. gas 3.4 4.0 12.7 4.0 .12.7
Other 9.0 9.0 _ _ 9.0....	 .	 -..-	 . 9.0.	 .	 ..	 . _	 9.0

Merchandise imports .	 . . -33.7 -39.1	 . - .	 -33.7 -39.1
Receipts from gold

Receipts from arms •
2.0

•

.	 .

5.0

4.2

3.0.	 .

4.2 ._ •
3.0- - • - _ •

.	 4.2

3.0

4.2-
5.0. . -

lnvisibles and transfers 1.0 1.0 1.0_	 ••._ 1.0	 . 1.0........	 _
Interest receipts 0.9 0.9 0.9... ....	 -	 _ 0.9_	 .	 .- ..	 0.9
Interest payments.. -2.0 -3.7 -9.6

-	 .

-5.5 -17.4.
rwarni accovnt sidlanCe ad - id --(II - ( l.? - lid

4,1•14.% a 42g
1`...viettsts tisSyncipinp srpissesesem • •� .)

...... . •••	 _	 .	 •
0.1

-.......... _	 • 01.J... _
)).7

•	 •	 • .	 •	 • •	 •
L's•.?

- •	 •	 •
Crcrlits drawn! 5.6... ....	 .	 .....11.1_	 .	 . 31.1. 22.0 . 47.1
Less principal repayment .	 .	 ._ ..	 .....	 ........-1.6 _	 . -12.6_	 _ -6.4--	 •	 • •	 •--	 .	 • -20.8-

Gross debt 19.1 .	 .... 38.4-... 98.0 _59.1 163.1
Debi service	 . 5.0..	 ......... ...„.. _ . 8.3 22.3 11.8

.	 . 38.2

Debt-service ratio • Iperrenli 15 23 68 17 116
• -High oil- assumes hard currency sales plateau at 900.000 b/d
through 1985 then drop to acro in 1990; low oil - assumes oil exports
fall to 100.000 b/d by 1985.
• Estimates arc currently under review by the Office of Global
Intelligence.
• Totals may not add due to round,ng.
J includes a $1.3 billion drawdown of d4Ii9 assets held in Western
banks in 1981.
• Debt service as a percentage of earnings from merchandise capons.
sales of arms and gold. interest. invisible. and transfers.

...	 . .	 .	 ..

Neither thc Soviets nor Western bankers, of course.
would permit such a massive Soviet financial burden
to develop. Moscow instead would have to settle for
lower import levels than assumed in our reference
scenarios because any reduction in the volume of new
Western credits would lower import capacity
substantially. To estimate a more realistic import
ca pacit . the model calculations were reversed so that
import could be protected with assumed values for

future SeTvid credit drawings. Three scenarios were
constructed for each oil export profile:(l)a scenario
limiting the USSR to 1980 drawing levels of $4.5
billion per year. all at commercial terms with interest
rates at 13.5 percent: (2) a scenario limiting drawings
to 52.5 billion per year at commercial terms: and (3)2
scenario that assumes no new credits are drawn. In
each case. financing for the Yamal pipeline project is
unaffected by Western credit restrictions. These cal-
culations are summarized in table 9 and in figure 3.

12
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Figure 2
USSR: Total Debt Under High
and Low Oil Export Projections

in debt service among the three scenarios begin to
offset the differences in the volume of new credit
drawii.gs

Belem US S

150

125

100
High Oil

In all of our scenarios. we have projected Soviet hard
I.ow Oil currency payments through 1990 in 1981 US dollars.

Thus, we have assumed that export prices—except or
oil and go.; as noted above—and import prices move
together. Because of the decline in real oil prices in
1982-83, Soviet terms of trade deteriorate in those
years but improve somewhat throughout the rest of
the decade due to the continued rise in real gas prices.
The projections would be less pessimistic if Western
12:0innmin growth—and demand—picked up enough
to cause another round of increases in the real price of
oil and other raw materials

75

50

25

1--L—LJ
o 1981	 as	 90

— All commeloal terms
Mooed terms

Ea-stern Europe as a Backstop
Eastern Europe could provide the USSR little direct
assistance if imports from, the West are forced back.
Eastern Europe is certainly in no position to fill
Moscow's immediate needs for grain and meat or even
the longer term requirements for raw and industrial
materiels. Nor is most of the large amounts or
machinery and equipment that the East Europe:les
ship to the USSR anywhere near the quality or
technological level of that available in the West

The USSR could, however, realize substantial gains if
it were to cut back on =writ: assistance to Eastern
Eu-ope—notably the subsidization of exports of goods
marketable in the West and the willingness to permit
deficits in bilateral trade. Moscow reportedly has
already notified the East Europeans that it intends to
cut crude oil deliveries. A diversion to the West of 10
percent of oil deliveries now going to Eastern Europe
would add $2 billion a year to Moscow's hard curren-
cy earnings. Nevertheless, political considerations
may force the USSR to help Eastern Europe at the
expense of its own =mirk interests. Not only will
Poland's need for large amounts of aid continue into
the foreseeable future, but some of the other East
European countries are also experiencing examermici
difficultic

In all three C3SCS,	 import capacity is substan-
tially below the level required to allow East-West
trade to ease the USSR's ecTimEn'w problems appre-
ciably in the 1980s. If Moscow can maintain existing
oil export levels through 1985, it could probably
postpone deep reductions in imports until after 1985,
even if it received no new credits. If	 oil exports
declined substantially before 1985. however. Moscow
almost certainly would have to reduce its imports
more rapidly. The Soviets would incur less debt but
would also have much less access to Western goods
and technology. Western credit restrictions in this
situation would accelerate the decline in SOii import
capacity in 1982-85 but would not make much differ-
ence thereafter. After the mid-1980s the differences



Table 9

USSR: Estimated Import Capacity

1981 High Oil Low Oil

Billion I9K1 US S
E.scept as Noted

199$ 1990	 _ 19115 1990

Reference case with uncon-
strained borrowing:_..	 _.	 . _ ..	 ...._ _	 .......	 .. ..._. _ .... _ .	 _..	 .	 .	 . ..	 .	 ..	 .	 .... --	 .

Imports 30.0 33.7	 .. 39.1-	 - 33.7_-....	 .. 39.1.	 .	 ..	 ...
Total debt 19.3 38.4. _ 98.0 59.8 163.1 

Debt-service ratio (percent)_ .	 _ ....... .__ 15. .._ -.. 25.. .-....	 ... 68- ----- ........-47	 .. 116......	 ..
With new credits limited to 54,5
billion at commercial rates: .... _

Imports 30.0 29.6 35.7 22.2 25.7
(As a percent of refertnce-case
imports)_ _..	 _.	 ..

(88) (661 (66) (64)

Total debt 19.3 30.8 14.6 30.8. 34.6_.	 _..	 _.
D	 (percent)Debt-service ratio (p)_	 .......	 ...	 ___ ....	 _.._.._	 .. _ I 5I S.	 ..	 ..	 .. 23_...	 ..-. ......--.. 32.... _ 31 32.. _	 . _ _.

With  new credits limited to S2.5
co■ltio.vi -5t commelcial yam:

imports 30.0 29.3 25.5 21.9 25.5
(As a percent of reference-case
imports).	 ..-..

('I) (6$) (631 (65)

Total debt 19.3 24.9 23.3 24.9_ . _ 23.3...	 .	 ....
Debt serviceratio (percent) 15 18 _	 _  .	 .	 22 24. 22	 .

With no new credits:

Imports 30.0 28.6 263 21.2 26.5
(As a percent of reference-case
imports)._ .....

(85) (68) (63) (68)

Total debt 19.3 16.9 10.1	 ..... 16.9__. _ _
10.1 ..

Debt-service tali° ( percent) 15 12 11 17 11



Figure 3
USSR: Import Capacity Under
Credit Restrictions
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Appendix

Econornk Dependence
on Western Trade, by Sector

Agriculture
Thc USSR has been a net importer of agricultural
products over the past decade. Since 1978. however,
the nccd for imports has bccn rising as a consequence
of three successive bad harvests. In 1981. grain
purchases and record imports of meat. sugar. vegeta-
ble oil, and soybeans and meal increased the 	
hard currency import bill for agricultural commod-
ities to almost $13 billion, well above the $13.8 billion
in 1980 and the $5.5 billion in 1979. Agricultural
imports in 1981 claimed an estimated 40 percent of
total hard currency purchases; they claimed 23 per-
cent in 1978, the most recent good agricultural year.
Even with these imports, however, per capita avail-
ability of agricultural products fell short of the 1978
level by 3 percent

Grain. Grain--the USSR's largest farm product im-
port--is supplied largely by the West. The USSR was
a net importer throughout most of thc 1970s, with
grain accounting for 50 percent or more of hard
currency spending on agricultural commodities in all..
but three years of the decade. The need for grain
derives from the early years of the Brezhnev-Kosygin
regime, when the leaders promised consumers larger
supplies of quality foods, particularly livestock prod-
ucts. Meat availability has become a yardstick by
which the	 consumer measures the change in his
level or living. As a result, meat is im portant for
worker morale and productivity

After three consecutive poor grain harvests, imports
of grain will play a more critical role than ever before.
A grain crop of 170 million tons tour December
estimate) would be about 65 million tons below the
Soviets' planned output. Moscow will try to cover as
much of the shortfall as possible. We believe imports
will move at close to maximum port capacity—
estimated at 45 million tons a year—during the
marketing year 1981/X2 (1 July 30 June) even if the
19K2 grain crop returns to a trend level of around 215

million tons. Moreover, the USSR will continue to
need large imports—at least 30 million tons of grain
annually—for at least the next several years, even
with trend grain crops. merely to boost per capita
meat consumption

If all Western suppliers were to suspend grain sales to
the USSR before the 1982 harvest, Moscow would be
forced to:
• Reduce herd numbers to alleviate some of the

pressure on available feed supplies; this would lower
the following year's rneat production.

• Implement rationing and other conservation
measures.

• Halt meat and grain exports to client states.
• Perhaps draw down strategic grain reserve!

Denial of grain by the United States alone would have
a far more limited effect, even in the short run.
because Moscow could buy most of the grain it neuds
this year and next from other suppliers, as it did after
the US partial embargo following	 SI invasion
of Afghanistan. The USSR would probably have to
pay premium prices for some of this grain, however.
In the longer run. Moscow could overcome a US
embargo in terms of quantity by expanding its trade
with the major grain exporters: non-Soviet grain
purchasers whose traditional suppliers entered the
Si market could be supplied out of US stocks

In terms of quality, however, achieving the desired
mix of grain under a US embargo would .:ot be
possible. Most observers agree that the USSR prefers
to concentrate its grain imports on wheat and corn in
roughly equal proportions, and the United States is
the world's major corn exporter. Of the other major
exporters. only Argentina has the ca pacity and cli-
mate to increase corn productior.

Nongraia Commodities. During the 1970s. hard cur-
rency expenditures for nongrain agricultural products
exceeded those for grain in only three years, but
registered fairly steady growth. In 1980. purchases of

„secret-
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nongrain products—largely meat. butter. vegetable
oil, sugar, and soybeans and meal—more than dou-
bled from the 1979 level, and in 1981 they grew by
another tuo-fifths. Without these imports, per capita
availability of quality foods would have declined
substantially. and the average diet would have dete-
riorated.

While a total Western embargo of these products
would not cause hunger, it would probably increase
the "starchy-staple" ratio, as it forced the population
to consume an increasing share of calories from grain
and potatoes. The already serious food shortages
would become more widespread, and worker morale
and productivity would suffer correspondingly. Be-
cause the United States supplies few nongrain prod-
ucts. a US embargo would have little effect

Imports of scybeans and soybean meal have become
increasingly important as domestic output of oilseeds
has declined and as the need to stretch feed supplies
for livestock has grown. Soybean meal in particular is
a concentrated source of protein and can substantially
improve the nutritional balance and efficiency of
livestock rations. Western restrictiong on oilseed and
meal exports to the USSR would delay improvement
in feeding efficiency and slow the increase in meat
output. Although most of their imports of soybeans
and meal came from the United States during the late
1970s, the Soviets can fill their needs from other
suppliers. They have already signed long-term agree-
ments with Argentina and Brazil for I million tons of
soybeans annually throu l,h 1985. Brazil will also
provide 400,000 tons of soybean meal annually over
the same period Western Europe also became a
major exporter or soybean meal to the Soviets last
year it produces the meal from US soybeans)

Oil and Gas Equipment
During the 1970s the USSR bought about $5 bilFon
worth of oil and gas equipment from the West—about
$800 million worth from the United States alone.
(These figures exclude large-diameter pipe, discussed
on page 19.1 The Soviets continue to purchase West-
ern equipment to minimize the fall of production in
declining fields, to increase output elsewhere, and to
help locate and develop reserves

Serious technical problems face the Si-- kt petroleum
industry—in drilling, oil production, and pumping
equipment, in pipeline construction, and in the devel-
opment of remote oil and gas fields. Natural gas
production is growing rapidly and is being coullVd
to sustain the nation's energy output and hard curren-
cy earnings when oil production falls. But these hopes
are threatened by inadequacies in the !StEt capacity
to produce large-diameter pipe and compressors.

The USSR will need to import a broad range of
Western petroleum equipment to help overcome its
energy problems. The list could include equipment for
exploration, drilling, production, offshore operations,
oil refining, gas processing, and pipeline construction.

Exploration Equipment. The Soviets already have
found most of the relatively shallow, easily located.
accessible oil and gas deposits. They specifically need
Western seismic and well-logging technology to boost
oil reserves in the 1980s. Because there is usually a 5-
to-6-year lag between discovery and production.
Western equipment ordered today is unlikely to have
much impact on oil production before the late 1980s.

A multilateral embargo could severely constrain Sovi-
et exploration. Unilateral controls by the United
States may have little or no effect. Foreign firms can
supply most Sovi:t needs with little or no degradation
in quality. But we do not believe that the Soviets can
improve their own exploration technology (that is,
geophysical hardware and software) ra pidly criGugh to
affect production before the 1990s

Drilling Equipment. The Soviets plan to nearly dou-
ble the amount of drilling for oil and gas in 1981-85
and to increase it further in the late 19805. but their
drilling productivity is poor by international stand-
ards. Western rigs, drill pipe, tool joints, drill bits.
blow-out preventors, and drilling-fluid technology al-
ready provide substantial aid to Saia drilling efforts.
The Dresser drill-bit plant. expected to be in operation
soon, will enhance !1:Ea oil production by the late
1980s beyond what the Soviets could do themselves.
Western assistance in bringing the plant on stream
would have a considerable effect on the rate and
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quality of production over the next few years. Al-
though the United States is the world's leader in the
production of drilling equipment, producers in Japan
and Western Europe could eventually supply the
Smell market. A unilateral US embargo may there-
fore not have much bite.'

Production Equipment. The baud oil industry faces
rising fluid-lift requirements in the 1980s, as the
amount of water produced along with the oil in-
creases. According to Sovie3 plans, a large additional
volume or fluid—well over 6 million b/d—must be
lifted in 1985 simply to maintain production of oil at
th: 1980 level of about 12 million b/d. To handle the
high volume of fluid, the Soviets plan to double the
number of wells producing oil with the help of
submersible pumps and gas-lift equipment

Imported equipment is important for this effort be-
cause the capacity and quality of Sovict-made sub-
mersible pumps and gas-lift equipment arc low. US
producers now have a monopoly in producing high-
capacity pumps, but if these remain embargoed, other
Western suppliers could enter :he field within about
two years. Each high-capacity US pump produces on
the average about 1.000 to 1,500 b/d of oil under

conditions. The Snviets probably hope to im-
port about 100 such pumps annually (in the 1970s
they imported a total of L200J. The watei-cut prob-
lem in 5I oilfields is getting worse, and a program
to produce a good high-capacity submersible pump
domestically has not yet been successful

In addition to high-capacity pumps, Western equip-
ment playing a significant role in Smut oil develop-
ment includes gas-lift equipment, well-completion
equipment. wellhead units, and Christmas-tree assem-
blies. The USSR also has an increasing need for
Western enhanced-oil-recovery technology. Enhanced
recovery projects have long leadtimes, however, and
the effect of Western assistance would be relatively
small and felt only after 1985

Offshore Equipment. The Soviets' least explored pro-
spective areas for new petroleum discoveries arc off-
shore, and their oil and gas production in the late
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1980s and beyond will depend heavily on the explora-
tion and development of continental shelf areas. The
Soviets already have received substantial assistance
from tlw West, and continued assistance could speed
development in the Caspian ales. A US embargo
applied unilaterally may make little difference.
COCOM restrictions would have very little effect
after 1985. became nations who arc not COCOM
members would be able to provide equipment by then.
Firms in Finland, Singapore. Mexico. and Yugoslavia
can already supply most of the USSR's current
offshore needs and could supply all by the lute 1980s,
Production of the few drilling components now pro-
duced only in the United States could be quickly
introduced Amu'

Oil Refining and GAS Processing Equipment. The
Soviets intend to expand their secondary refining and
gas processing industries substantially in the 1980s.
Although they are relying primarily on their own
production or on equipment imported from Eastern
Europe, future expansion will require Western inputs.
•

Gas Pipeline Equiptitcnt. Although the CEMA coun-
tries produce most of their own oil pipeline equipment,
the USSR relic: extensivels on the West Cy r gas
pipeline equipment—large-diameter pipe and valves,
compressors, and pipelayers. The USSR imported
10- 12 million tons of line pipe in the past decade at a
cost of 54-5 billion. Pipelines arc the principal bottle-
neck in Siit gas production, and a COCOM embar-
go on pipe, compressors, and pipelayers would be a
major setback to the industry ' • '

High-quality large-diameter pipes and valves arc cur-
rently produced only in Western Europe and Japan.'
Although the Soviets have recently built a plant to
manufacture large-diameter pipe, they have yet to
master production of pipe of this size. Pipelayers
capable of handling this pipe are produced only in the
United States and Japan, although Fiat-Allis in Italy
probably could begin production in a year or so. Large

' Although the Soviets produce pipe up to 1,4 20 mm 156 inches) in
diameter, little is for natural gas pipeline service. Most
is spiral welded and lacks t he high-strength, low-alloy metallurgy of
Western steel for Arctic pipeline service. Melt of the large pipe
imported by Ike USSR is fabricated with a single Icathitudinal tve:d
.made by t hc submersed-are mums,



turbine compressors of the type sought by the Soviets
for thc Siberia-to-Western Europe pipeline are built
in the United States and the United Kingdom. Small-
cr units arc built by firms in France, Germany. Italy.
and Japan: nonc of these has yet attempted to make a
20-to-25-megawatt unit, although a French firm has
thc necessary licensing

A multilateral COCOM embargo on gas pipeline
equipment could reduce gas production substantially
by 1985 and by even more after that. Unilateral
restrictions on US equinment in this erea. however.
may have minimal impact. The United States does
not produce the pipe or valves :ought by the USSR.
and pipclaycrs and compressors can be supplied from
abroad. Foreign production of industrial compressor
turbine shafts, rotors, and stators (now subject to US
control) could begin in timc to prevent a delay in
completion of the pipeline

Minerals and Metals
The USSR does not rely on the developed West to
satisfy its requirements for any minerals or metals
except steel and molybdenum. (Molybdenum h a
critical alloy with a widc range of military and civilian
applications.) The United States sells no steel to the
USSR but is a major provider of molybdenum. The
Soviets buy only small amounts of tin, cobalt, and
tungsten through metals dealers in the major Western
capitals; the bulk of 	 ii purchases are madc
directly from the major less developed producing
countriv

Steel imports will be needed for several years to
overcome inadequate investment in steel capacity.
Imports of large-diameter pipe will be especially
important for the Siberia-to-Europe gas pipeline. De-
nial of these Western supplies would hit the energy
and machine-building sectors particularly hard in the
coming years. Since Western Europe and Ja pan su p

-ply almost all of these goods, a denial limited to US
products would have little impac

The USSR also needs continuing access to Western
metallurgical technologs if it is to reduce its depend-
ency on imports of Western specialty steels. The

French are helping to build the important Novolipetsk
steel plant. which will produce 7 Million tons of
specialty steels per year when it comes on stream
(1986 at the earliest)

■VITT imports of molybdenum increased sharply in
the 1970s (from 3,000 tons in 1970 to 13,000 tons in
1980), to a point where purchases now exceed annual
domestic production. Concern about growing depend-
ence on the West may be responsible in part for the
Soviets' recent interest in obtaining new supplies from
Mongolia. If they were denied supplies before the
connection could be made, however, they probably
could buy through a chain of brokers fairly easily or
use East European trading organizations acting as
purchasing agents for ,s7:171lcustomers

Chemicals
The Soviets have bought sizable quantities of Western
chemical equipment and related process data for more
than two decades. In the 1970s alone, purchases
amounted to at least S9 billion, or about one-third of
their total orders of Western equipment. During most
of the 1970s the Soviets concentrated heavily on
plants for the production, handling, and storage of
fertilizers. Since 1978 the trend has been toward
orders of equipment for producing plastics, synthetic
fibers. and rubber products. The US sharc Of Western--
chemical equipment imported by the USSR was small
throughout the decade—only about 7 percent—be-
cause Moscow generally has viewed US farms as
providers of process technolog y and engineering dc-
sign rather than equipment

Siii purchases of chemical equipment have increas-
ingly been associated with product buy-back or "corn
pensation" deals, under which Western firms agree to
long-term purchases of :tTlItt products that are usual-
ly manufactured in the Western-equipped facilities.
MIT exports of such manufactured chemicals to the
West for hard currency amounted to $765 million in
1980. 11 times the 1970 level: earnings from buy-back
deals now account for one-third or more of Si's-4d
hard currency earnings from chemical exports. In
spite of the growth in such exports, the USSR remains
a net importer of chemicals. Impor t r<nrn thc West
totaled nearly $1.6 billion in I 98('
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With Western assistance. thcl!:iovic output or ammo-
nia. nitrogen fertilizers, and plastics has doubled in
the past decade, and output of synthetic fibers has
tripled. MN use of Western technology has been
especially critical in the production of ammonia.
Large plants based at least in part on Western
technology provided all of the nearly II million tons
of ammonia capacity introduced during 1976-80.
Since 1969 the Soviets have ordered 45 ammonia
plants that use Western technology and/or equip-
ment: 30 of these have used US technology. This
Western help has allowed the USSR to become the
world's leading ammonia exporter—about 2 million
tons in 1980 (less than 100,000 tons in 1975). Exports
of other chemicals are not as substantial. but the West
Europeans already have begun to complain about the
dumping ofI Polyethylene and polyvinyl chloride
in their markets

tiovietl plans call for continued substantial orde q for
Western chemical equipment and/or technology to
produce urea, pesticides, ethylene. benzene. and
downstream petrochemicals. They also call for 14
additional ammonia plants during 1981-85. In view of
deficiencies in s112t7 pesticide development and a
current stress on achieving a better balance in devel-
opment between pesticides and fertilizers, the USSR
also probably will seek Western pesticide production
equipment. Plans to develop large chemical complexes
in West Siberia probably will include purchases of
Western equipment for producing fertilizers, plastics.
manmade fibers svmhetic rubber, and a number of
petrochemicals

In addition to equipment. Moscow will have to buy
chemical products from the West, including phos-
phate materials, plastics, dyes, pesticides, manmade
fibers, and catalysts. To this end it has already signed
several major trade and technical cooperation agree-
ments with Western firms. Among the most impor-
tant are a 56.5 billion 10-year reciprocal trade agree-
ment signed in late 1980 with France's Rhone
Poulenc. The French firm will supply equipment and
ieehnology. pesticides. fertilizers. and animal feed in
exchange for such energy-intensive chemicals as
naphtha, ammonia, methanol, and possibly crude oil.

similar SI.5 billion 10-year reciprocal trade deal

signed in early 1980 with Italy's Montedison requires
the Italian firm to itipply seven chemical plants
(together valued at $800 million) in return for raw
materials, fertilizer, and petrochemicals. Other.
smaller trade agreements signed with Il l( and Japa-
nese firms will guarantee the Soviets supplies of oil-
recovery chemicals, pesticides, dyes. plastics. and
catalysts

Denial of Western chemical equipment and technol-
ogy . woold slow future increases inSi53s— it production
of consumer goods and chemical-based industrial
materials, would hurt agricultural production, and
would delay progress toward a more efficient chemi-
cal industry with enhanced export capabilities. With-
out Western equipment, the Soviets would have to
import many more chemicals than they currently
do—or cope with more serious shortages than they
already have

The US role is especially visible with regard to
efforts to upgrade its domestic fertilizer industry. The
United States is the only large-volume source of
superphosphoric acid (SPA)—a chemical that the
Soviets' "liquid complex- fertilizer plants purchased
from France were designed specifically to use. The
suspension of US SPA sales in 1980 delayed the liquid
complex fertilizer program by more than 'a year
because most of the available substitute material was
of a lower grade and was unsuitable for use in the
program. Shortages of SPA probably reduced agricul-
tural production in 1980 and 1981. (The United
States resumed SPA sales in mid-I981'.) Any future
denial of SPA would force the Soviets to find alterna-
tives. These might include:
• Installing evaporators to concentrate merchant'

grade phosphoric acid (which is more easily ob-
tained) to SPA.

• Altering the design of the liquid complex fertilizer
plants to use merchant-grade phosphoric acid.

• Importing additional phosphate materials.
All these alternatives would rcouire more t:rac and
outlays of hard currency

Denial of US chemicals other than SPA would have
little impact on the USSR. In 1980 the United States
supplied, in value terms, only 0.1 percent of the
pcsticide,:. 2 percent of thc plastics. and 4 percent of
thc manmade fibers imported from the W CSE (1" v.. t



facilities will continue, but no new truck or passenger
car plants are called for in the current Five-Year Plan
period (19R1-85). Thus a Western denial of technology
and goods for this sector would have only minor
impact in the immediate future. The Soviets have on-
the-shelf plans to install new capacity for heavy
tmcks. however, which could be activated after 198$.
creating a large new demand for Western production
technology

years earlier the comparable US shares were about 10
percent, 5 percent. and 6 percent.) Denial of pesti-
cides, plastics, dyestuffs. manmade fibers, and cata-
lysts by the entire West. however, would affect
agriculture and industry, as well as the consumers.
Domestic output of these chemicals is inadequate in
both volume and quality. A cutoff of Western plasti-
cizers (which facilitate the preparation of plastics and
increase their flexibility and toughness) would create
problems in SiRiEl plastics processing. A cutoff of
pesticides, especially herbicides, would reduce some
crops, particularly corn and sugar beets. In the long
term, the Soviets could expand their own production
of these chemicals and/or arrange specialization
agreements with East European countries, but durirs
the adjustment process their production would be less
efficient

Construction Equipment. Plans for a number of im-
portant programs have been delayed because con-
struction and earthmoving equipment has not been
available in sufficient variety or quantity to build
plants Sov:et Industry, for example. did not even
begin production of a 75-ton off-highway truck until
the late 1970s. more than 10 years after its planned
production date. Even now, heavy-duty diesel engines
from Czechoslovakia are used to power the vehicles.
Plans to produce heavy industrial tractors and bull-
dozers have been delayed by faulty tractor and engine
designs. The USSR also lacks the capacity for pro-
duction of transmissions, suspension systems, and
heavy-duty axles (capable of supporting weights of 50
tons or morel

Machinery
Motor Vehicles. In the mid-1960s, when the USSR's
ambitious 15-year program for modernizing and ex-
panding motor vehicle production was begun, the
USSR could not provide the necessary investment.
Specialized machinery for mass production was in
short supply, and most Soviet-built production equip-
ment did not mectimodern world standards for effi-
ciency, reliability, and accuracy. Planners turned to
the West for massive help, spending an estimated $3
billion for automotive production eouipment and tech-
nology between 1966 and 1980

Although substantial quantities of machinery were
purchased for passenger car plants, the truck industry
received the lion's share of the imports. About one-
half oISii  hard currency investments were for the
Kama Truck Plant alone. The United States provided
Kama with automated foundries—among the most
advanced in the world—and automated diesel engine
machining and assembly lines. The Likhachcv Truck
Plant al L). a major producer of trucks for the
military, was another major recipient of Western
truck manufacturing technology. Machinery for these
and otherSons..11.- • motor vehicle plants was sunplied by
VS. Japanese. and West German firm!

The USSR plans to produce its own equipment with
imported plerteihnolOgy. Under a recent Con-
tract with Fiat. Italians will supervise construction of
a turnkey facility to produce earthmoving equipment.
Negotiations arc under way for the purchase of
production technology for industrial tractors and en-
gines. The USSR currently is building a plant using
US technology to produce electric wheel drives !(]
officials have also expressed interest in obtaining
licenses and production help in setting up production
facilities for US tractors. For several years. how-
ever—until these programs are completed—the
USSR still will need to buy a substantial amount of
construction and carthmoving equipment from the
West

With the completion of the 15-year program last year.
Investment in the automotive industry probably will
return to lower levels. Modernitation of existing

Denial of Western goods would seriously disrupt
:nct plans to become more self-sufficient and would

force them to use less efficient equipment. The East
European countries manufacture some of this equip-
ment—Poland produces a heavy-duty bulldozer. for
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example, and Rumania produces a 100-ton off-high-
way truck—but their production is too small and the
product mix is too limited to meet Kai demand. At
the sante time, dependence on US equipment and
technology is not especially signilicaat. fiat of Italy
and Komatsu and Sumitomo of Japan, in particular.
now match—or have tlw technological capability to
match—US-produced off-highway trucks. industrial
tractors, and carthinoving equipment. '-

Mining Equiprnent.	 industry provides most
additions to the USSR's park of mining and earth.
moving equipment. Nevertheless, imports have bccn
important, especially where higher capacity machines
are required. Between 1972 and 1980. the Soviets
imported about $1.6 billion worth of mining and
carthmoving equipment—about one-third of the total
from the United States and most of the remainder
from Japan and West Germany. Imports consist
primarily of heavy-duty dump trucks. excavators.
bulldozers, and mining drills. Western-supplied min-
ing equipment has been less important to the USSR;
most of this equipment is provided by Eastern Eu-
ropc—notably East Germany, Czechoslovakia, and
Poland

The South Yakutia coal mines I.
•	 have been the Soviets largest mining

projc‘t, an terms of the amount of equipment imported
for it. Earthmoving equipment, particularly bulldoz-
ers, is also vital to gold-mining operations in the
Magadan, Irkutsk, and Lena regions. as well as to
other coal- and ore-mining efforts. In most eases, the
Soviets produce the equipment, but not in the quality
or capacity required. Development of the vast open-pit
Siberian coal mines, as well as continued development
of mines elsewhere, requires enormous tatthmoving
and hauling capability

Wc believe that the Soviets will continue to depend on
Western equipment in the 1980s. Increased imports of
large-capacity dump trucks, for example, could speed
the development of the Ekibastuz coal-mining com-
plex, where hauling capacity, not mining capacity, is
the chief consuaint. Since most of the equipment can
be supplied by Japanese or West European producers,
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the denial of US equipment by itself would out do
much damage to the USSR. Without access to West..
ern equipment, the Soviets would encounter problems.
The biggest impact would be the grounding of some of
the existing machinery by the lack of new spare parts.
These would be mainly short-run problems. however:
in time the Soviets could increase imports from
Eastern Europe or shift their own production lines.
' • • "

Alachine Tools. The USSR is the world's largest
producer of both conventional and numerically con-
trolled (NC) machine tools. Much of the output.
however, consists of general purpose machine tools
that arc relatively easy to produce in large quantities.
rather than special-purpose and complex types. More-
over, many models of machine tools are kept in
production well past obsolescence—in some cases up
to 20 years. These practices yield economics of scale
that lower the cost of producing machine tools but
sacrifice diversity in the product mix '

Because of its historic emphasis on capital goods
production, including military durables, the USSR
uses large quantities of machine tools, especially for
metal cutting. In many cases, heavy machinery can be
produced only by metal-cutting techniques, and a
large stock of general purpose metal-cutting machine
tools is needed to supply the needs of a huge repair
and spare parts sector (itself the result of poor quality
in original equipment). Moreover, because the ma-
chine tool park is so large, a substantial quantity of
machine tools is needed just to replace the aging and
obsolescent portion of that pars

In recent years, the production of machine tools has
fallen short of requirements. Output of metal-cutting
machine tools actually has fallen in the past five
years. A few new plants were activated during the
1970s for the production of automatic transfer ma-
chinery for the automotive industry, but little new
capacity has been added in most areas of machine-
tool production. Conventional Sbiid machine tools
arc ruggedly built but lack the reliability, precision.
and flexibility of their US counterparts. Advanced
machine tools, such as numerically controlled
arc less advanced than those in usc in the West
because of a basic lag in electronics
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supplied approximately 10 percent of total 	
imports. The United States suriplics mainly transfer
lints and gcarmaking machinery for the automotive
industry and precision grinding equipment for thi
bearing industry.

In 1‘)65 the USSR began a major effort to increase
domestic production of NC machine tools and, hence.
to raise the general level of machine-tool technology.
Indeed, by 1977 Sovict NC tool output cxeccded that
of the United States by nearly 50 percent. This jump
was accomplished by the same policy that helped
retard technological advance in the production of
conventional tools: namely, the concentration of rc-
sources on a few simple models of limited usefulness
rather than on a variety  of custom-made models.
Throughout, the I 970s. Sovict NC technology was by
and large limited to two-axis point-to-point machines.
Some three-axisA:ontouring models were developed,
but production was limited and their quality was
suspect. Computer numerical control (CNC,. which
was being increasingly used in the West by 1980,
exists in the USSR only in prototypes. iSiirit develop-
mcnt and production of NC tools has been impaled
by the poor quality of controller, electromechanical
positioning, and feedback devices and by the relatively
backward statc of minicomputer technology.

Technological dcficiCncies and production gaps in
both conventional and NC machine tools prompted
thc USSR to turn to imports to mcct its needs.
Imports of Western machine tools cxcccdcd $4 billion
over the past dccadc. Three-fourths of these imports
werc convcritional types of machinc tools. Some wcrc
needed to supplcmcnt domestic production (automat-
cd lathes); some to acquire Icvels of prccision and
productivity superior to that available domestically
(US gcarcutting machinery); and somc because thc
Soviets had no domestic countcrparts (closed-loop.
multiaxis NC machine tools). The USSR also buys a
substantial volume of machine tools from Eastcrn
Europe, even though they arc less advanced than
those purchased from the West. East Germany. for
example. exports up to half its annual output to the
USSR. and other suppliers inelmic C/cchoslovakia.
I lungary. and Yugoslavia

Nearly ttO perccnt of total machine tool imports from
the West during the past decade havc originated in
Western Europe. espccially in West Germany and
France. Non-COCOM countries such as Austria.
Switrcrland. and Sweden have also been small but
important suppliers. 1%1 \ AG of Sv.iticrlarid is one of
thc orld's top producers of precision grinding

 i The t nitcd Slates and Japan havc each
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Present COCOM controls restrict salcs to Communist
countries of only thc more advanced types of NC
machine tools and of some specialized machine tools
for military production. Most 5i  machine tool
purchases have been noncritical, but the USSR also
has purchased advanced equipment when COCOM
member nations havc chosen to interpret an ambigu-
ity in COCOM definitions in its least restrictive sense
and to downplay the strategic implications or the
machine tools being sold. The Soviets have also
tended to respond quickly to changes in COCOM
rcgulations. When restrictions on three-axis machin-
ing centers and boring mills of small size and limited
accuracy were relaxed in 1977, for instance, the
USSR quickly increased its purchases of such equip-
mcnt, especially the more sophisticated models avail.
able in West Germany and Japar

The &yids apparently intend to continue to import
machine tools, especially advanced types of NC ma-
chine tools and machining centers. They probably
believe they need them to raise the level of productiv-
ity in industry. US restrictions, in isolation, would
have little effect on Sovict purchases, since much of
the advanced NC machine tool technology is now
diffused throughout the industrialized world and
available from foreign suppliers

Industrial Robots. The robotics industry in thc USSR
is in its infancy, with production in recent years
limited to about 150 units a year. None of the
enterprises currently producing robots has a series
production capability. By the cnd of 1980. the USSR
had an estimated 1.500 to 2.000 robots in usc—wc11
below the 5.000 that had been planned. Moreover.
many of these were of foreign origin

By Western standards &rad industrial robots arc
relatively primitive. Most arc first-gcncration ma-
chines that perform either a singlc rcpoitivc function



or an unvarying Nctiu ['cc of functions. They lack the
microprocessor controls. large memories, and ad-
vanced sensors needed for pattern recognition and
adaptive operation. More complex robots are under
development. but only a few experinientai models
have been nude.

Pending the development of a viable domestic indus-
try. the Soviets have turned to imports for a low-cog
supply of reliable industrial robots. More than 500
robots have been purchased front Hungary. and an
unknown number from Japan. France. and Italy. The
USSR also has been looking to foreign suppliers for
design and manufacturing tcelinnlogY

Reliability of 0171!011i computer systems is still a serious
problem. due in part to the poor quality of imported
materials and in part to a lack of modern production
and test equipment in computer plants. Especially
serious has been the inability of the USSR or its East
European partners to supply the large numbers of
high-speed, high-capacity magnetic disk auxiliary
memory devices that are essential for the operation of
modern data processing computers. Proper software
and other support (such as maintenanee ad spare
parts) also have been deficient or absent altogether.

Although the 4•1713tT robotics industry may expand
dramatkally in the next few years, substantial im-
ports probab: .■'will be ncalcd for sonic tinicE

Renauit of France and the USSR
Plan to jointl) develep miniature robot drive units and
industrial robots for serial production. Without West-
ern help. the Soviets would face serious delays in
developing their robotics industry. Currently, they
need robots to help improve productivity in mass.
production industries. The United States leads the
world in minim-v.1 robe: technole.gy, but thc Soviets'
most pressing need is for simpler types for routine
applications, such as repetitive welding operations in
ear manufacturing. The y may well prefer Japan to the
United States as a su pplier of robots. since Japan has
a greater production capacity and more experience in
practical apaications

In the field of computers, the USSR has had an
extensive cooperation agreement with the countries of
Eastern Europe since 1969. The East Europeans have
been supplying native computers, peripherals, and
parts, but their computer industries generally suffer
from the same problems that plague the Soviets and
arc unable to meet SeiEl requirements

These weaknesses in the CEMA computer industries
have induced the Soviets to "buy Western." Since
1972 they have imported more than 1.300 computer
systems valued at 5400 million, as well as 570 million
worth of add-on peripheral equipment and spare
parts. The vast majority of computer systems import.
ed--95 percent of the units and 64 percent of the
value—have been minicomputers, generally for use in
research and development. The relatively few large
systems purchased have been for high-visibility, high.
priority projects such as the Kama River Truck Plant,
the Moscow regional air traffic control system, and
the Olympic Games systcn.

High-Technelogy Products
Computers. Despite impressive gains in the number,
variety, and performenec of tIond computers over the
past decade, the technology gap between the USSR
and the West is large and growing. The Soviets have
patterned th61 major- developments in large comput-
ers and minicomputers on US designs that are essen-
tially two gni:rations behind current US offerings. In
addition. th	 implementation of these designs has
bccn intpcifezt, hamp:ring progress in closing the
gar.

The USSR imports large systems and minicomputers
from the \Vest for several reasons. Western systems
may have performance capabilities the Soviets cannot
match. may use complex software that the Soviets
have not developed, and may be supplied with expert
training and support that the Soviets cannot dupli-
cate. Buying Western minicomputers is also attractive
because domestic production is so limited and because
software packages available with Western models arc
more versatile	 •
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Fujitsu and Hitachi, in the United Kingdom by ICI.
in France by CIL and in West Germany by Siemens.
The United States could not prevent other COCOM
countries from exporting their own large computers—
unless (I) it were willing to renege on its prior agree-
ment not to object to exports by others and (2)other
member countries were willing to acquiesce to US
objections.

The United States has a unique capability only at the
leading edge of thc technology--the very high-speed.
high-capacity scientific computers and the most ad-
vanced peripherals and microprocessors. The USSR
prefers US products, however, even in the categories
of lower level minicomputers and large computers •
that arc routinely approved for sale to the USSR. A
major US advantage is that any one of several
manufacturers can provide a complete range of hard-
ware. software, and support.t.

	  users arc also 	 familiar with US
products because their own designs arc based on
them

COCOM controls on computers arc extremely com-
plex. In general. however:

• Low-performance computers, including most mini-
computers. may be exported at the discretion of the
exporting country without submission to the
mcmbcrship.

Unilateral US action thus may no' markedly restrict
the Soviets' acquisition of Western umputers. Most
of their business in minicomputers and large comput-
ers could be readily transferred to other countries, in
and out of COCOM. Japanese industry, for example,
can supply systems of completely domestic origin over
the full size range. The United States could prevent
sales of the most powerful computer systems—those
requiring agreement in COCOM—by c-.crcising its
veto. However, such computers have never been a p

-proved for sale to the USSR in any quantity

• Somewhat more powerful computers. including
many high-speed, high-capacity computers, arc sub-
ject to a procedure requiring a pro forma submission
to the membership. The members have agreed in
advance to approve their export if certain conditions
arc met.

In the case of some foreign systems, the United States
can exercise some control on sales to the USSR
because parts and peripherals are of US origin.
Foreign manufacturers could design their own prod-
ucts, if necessary.

• The most powerful computers :cquirc unanimous
agt cement of member countries for sale to pro-
scribed destination!

The USSR will no doubt continue its occasionally
successful efforts to acquire the. most powerful West-
ern computers illegally—whether legal sales arc halt-
ed or not. lithe) are, the Soviets might attempt to
increase their illegal acquisitions if they could also
acquire the related software and support applications.
East European countries would be unlikely to divert
legally acquired computers to the USSR for fear of
discovery and sanctions. However, they might be
willing to help the USSR acquire computers (as they
have other items) if their own involvement in the
transaction were not overt

In the minicomputer arena. literally dozens of firms
arc technically able to compete with the United States
for Mift'T business. They are located in COCOM
countries (Japan. the United Kingdom. France. West
Germany, Italy. Canada. Norway, the Netherlands.
and Denmark) as well as in countries like Brazil.
Austria. Switzerland. and Israel. Controls on mini-
computers are ineffective because of this general
availability and the provisions authorizin g exports at
the discretion of the exporting country

Microelearonics. Rapid advance in microelectroni
requires a broad range of parallel advances in the
technologies of production and test equipment, mate-
rials. assembly, and packaging. The 	 ielJ electronics
industry has not made those advances—in large part
because of its strong military orientation. Paradox-
ically. the military priority claim on resources doeslarger computers of the type that COCOM has

agreed in advance to approve also are 3%ailablc from
other COCOM countries. They arc built in Japan by



not encourage rapid technological advanccs. Thc phi-
losophy behindSos—ga military hardware design gen-
erally requires usc of thc "tried and truc" in the
developmcnt of new weapon systems.

During thc past decade, am USSR has acquired a full
range of microcicctronics-rclatcd technology, matcri-
als, and cquipmcnt from the Wcst totaling scveral
hundred million dollars. These purchases have includ-
ed uncmbargocd items, embargoed items legally ap-
proved for export by COCOM, and embargoed items
acquired illegally and clandestinely. The overwhelm-
ing majority arc embargoed items that have been
obtained illegally by diversion. This method has some
limitations, however. Illegal chancls do not easily
convey a manufacturer's installation, training, or
maintenance services or provide easy access to sparc
parts—and this reduces the ^ fr-ctiveness of the equip-
ment in Soviet facilities.

Most of thc equipment that has been acquired illegal-
l y originated in the United States. In the past few
years, both Japan and West European countries have
become important suppliers of diverted equipment to
the USSR. Firms in Italy, Switzerland. the United
Kingdom, and West Germany have diverted basic
materials and technologies, and firms in these coun-
tries, plus France, have diverted some advanced pro-
duction equipment. No single European country can
supply Moscow with the spectrum of US or Japanese
microelectronics technologies, but Western Europe as
a whole can meet a significant percentage of its needs.

Even though the United States is no longer the sole
supplier in any single area of microelectronics tech-
nology. the Soviets still prefer US equipment. They
have found some non-US products to be poor substi-
tutes, and the United States can supply the full range
of state-of-the-art technology from basic materials
through final test.

If technology and products currently available to the
Soviets through legal channels were denied through
stringent new export policies, the Soviets would try to
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compensate by accelerating illegal purchases. So far,
COCOM attempts to arrest the flow of illegal pur-
chases havc been unsuccessful.

Telecommunications. The function of the bovici com-
mon carrier telecommunications system resembles
that of the Bell System and the independent telephone
companies in the United States. It provides communi-
cations services to govc- Aunt, the military, com-
merce and industry, and the general public. Like the
other industrialized countries, the USSR has expe-
rienced a rapid growth in demand for these services.
The NYEIM common carrier system cannot fully satis-
fy the demand in either quantity or quality. The
USSR is therefore engaged in a major ongoing effort
to expand and modernize it.

Alt:tough the USSR is one of the world's major
producers of communications equipment, its produc-
tion capacity is inadequate, and the technological
level of domestically produced equipment is not equal
to world standards. The USSR therefore supplements
domestic production with imports from East Europe-
an and non-Communist cotiltries. The United States
is not a major supplier.

Thc USSR buys communications equipment such as
radio relay links, switching equipment, and transmis-
sion equipment from Eastern Europe for use in its
common carrier system. Some of these items are
indigenous East European products, while others re-
sult from joint development efforts with the USSR. A
few items arc manufactured in Eastern Europe under
license from Western companies. The United States
has no way of preventing these sales to the USSR.

The USSR also imports communications equipment
from COCOM countries, as well as from such coun-
tries as Swcder.. Yugoslavia. and Finland. Even in the
case of COCOM countries, controls are not effective.
Most types of equipment necded by the USSR arc
either not on the control list or subject to procedures
that authorize exports at the discretion or the export-
ing country. The United States thus does not now
have the opportunity to veto transactions.

One case where COCOM controls do apply involves a
$172 million contract for the salc by a French com-
pany to the USSR of computer-controlled telephone
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switching equipment, together with a turnkcy facility
for its manufacture. The facility would give the
Soviets a serial production capability for modern
telephone exchanges of a type they cannot make now.
The technological level of the equipment exceeds that
currently required for the communications system,
but Soviet interest in it is reasonable. Switching
equipment has an operating life of decades, so it is
appropriate to anticipate future requirements.

France apparently now agrees with the US contention
that the proposed transfer of manufacturing technol-
ogy should not be allowed to proceed. Nevertheless, if
the sale is stopped, the Soviets could obtain less
sophisticated switching equipment and production
technology currently not subject to COCOM restric-
tions.
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